VITA VIONIC® SOLUTIONS
For digital prosthetics with open CAD/CAM systems

Product description

VITA VIONIC SOLUTIONS enables the efficient fabrication of CAD/CAM wax setups. First, a time-saving, digital prosthetic setup is generated using CAD software. Second, a precise wax base or a fully formed wax setup made from VITA VIONIC WAX is produced from the denture design via CAM technology. Once a successful try-in is completed, the denture is conventionally produced in the final stage. With VITA VIONIC, laboratories benefit from higher levels of precision while saving time.

VITA – perfect match.
**What?**
- Wax disc for the fabrication of CAD/CAM wax setups

**With what?**
- VITA VIONIC WAX in pink for a precise wax base
- VITA VIONIC WAX in white for a full-format wax setup
Thanks to digital design and CAM production

Precisely milled molds

Full-format wax setup

Efficient wax setup
• Thanks to digital design and CAM production

Precise wax setup
• Thanks to precisely milled molds based on the digital construction

Comfortable wax try-in
• Thanks to fabrication of complete CAD/CAM denture out of white wax
**What?**

- CAD software with VITA-specific, coordinated design options

**What for?**

- Simple, patient-specific reconstruction of the function...
- through the integrated buccal and lingual occlusal concepts
- through the integrated skeletal classes (I + II)
- through the integrated occlusal positions (normal/cross bite)

**What for?**

- for the digital, patient-specific denture setup at the touch of a button
Benefit from the VITA-specific, coordinated selection of occlusal concepts during CAD design of the denture.

For the fabrication of the wax setup, use the synthetic wax blanks VITA VIONIC WAX.

For a secure bond of VITA denture teeth to the base materials, use the adhesive agent VITACOLL.

Use the cold/hot polymerisate recommended by VITA for the fabrication of the base, e.g. using an injection or pressure-packing technique.

For the fabrication, use suitable polishing instruments and, for individualization, the veneering composite VITA VM LC.
**BASIC INFORMATION**

**Characteristics**

VITA VIONIC WAX
- are shape-stable, temperature-resistant synthetic-wax blanks

**Available shades**
- Pink
- White

**Available geometries**
- Ø 98.4 mm / H 30 mm
SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY

CAD technology partner for VITA Digital Prosthetics
- 3Shape AS

**VITA VIONIC WAX** is available for the following systems*:
- CORITEC line (imes-icore GmbH)
- DG SHAPE DWX line (DG SHAPE)

* | Validated VITA system partner for the processing of the selected VITA VIONIC components.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

VITAPAN EXCELL
Anterior

VITAPAN LINGOFORM
Posterior

VITA VIONIC WAX
wax base disc
More information about VITA VIONIC SOLUTIONS is available at www.vita-zahnfabrik.com/prosthetics

Please note: Our products must be used in accordance with the instructions for use. We accept no liability for any damage resulting from incorrect handling or usage. The user is furthermore obliged to check the product before use with regard to its suitability for the intended area of applications. We cannot accept any liability if the product is used in conjunction with materials and equipment from other manufacturers that are not compatible or not authorized for use with our product. Furthermore, our liability for the accuracy of this information is independent of the legal basis and, in as far as legally permissible, shall always be limited to the value as invoiced of the goods supplied, excluding value-added tax. In particular, as far as legally permissible, we do not assume any liability for loss of earnings, indirect damages, ensuing damages or for third-party claims against the purchaser. Claims for damages based on fault liability (culpa in contrahendo, breach of contract, unlawful acts, etc.) can only be made in the case of intent or gross negligence. The VITA Modulbox is not necessarily a component of the product.

Date of issue of this information: 12.17

After the publication of these information for use any previous versions become obsolete. The current version can be found at www.vita-zahnfabrik.com

VITA Zahnfabrik has been certified in accordance to the Medical Device Directive and the following products bear the CE mark

VITA VIONIC® WAX